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Because I do not appeal withholding of the identification of a former PSI this 

is not an apeal. Rather do I behieve that by providing you with what I would have 

noted for wy own stiject files I can help you understand that it is not unoomaon for 

the Fisi to contrive phoney claims to exemption to yithhold what is eabarrassing or 

potentially embarrassing to it in its non-investigation of tiie MC assassination and 

its control oven' what could bs known and believed. It boom with a preconception it 

was determined would ba the official solution and it was able to make its procon-

ception into the official conclusion. With changeo by th,  Jarrea Coma;...1.0sion to anke 

the absolutely impossible appear to be within posaibility. 

62.109060i-3926 ic an urgent teletype) fro!:L k1 c) Dallas of 12/1/64 or mor than 

two months aftaa the Warren "eport wa isaued. It reports that a former PSI had called 

DeLoach and told. hia tha 17 prisoners in the Dallas bounty jail had seen the assassi-

nation and should have boon interviewed but wren t. Subsequent records indicate that 
not 

the aBI naver interviewed them even after this. In fact/oven later when there was 

:irect contact with the FBI, including by the lawyer for a prioonor.) 

The teletype, which bear t:t initials of a supervisor who was rushed to 

Dallas at tho time of the dada*, raises a ocalletely phoney question that was a clear 

Bitola to Belles: "ascertain feasibility of seeina-  aaaassinatian cite..." 

Ahorone who knows any-thina about th'r scone knows this was the beat= of possible 

viowing points, up in th Air in the buiedina: diagonally oppoaito the building from 

which the shots allegedly were fired and on the level of that window. 

Verial 39401 is a mono on tha iAlona all'. So-jai N32 is Dallasidutiful response, 

an unsianed FD302 tiownplayink:  tha whole,  thin, angling it to discredit the truth and 

to discredit the aource, who could ha:alar have baan the 	aource, and pretending 

that the'* was not a. good view from there ann that only mantel patients were there. 

It was known iaaaediately that the 	avoided these orisonera, more than these 

tacords rofor to. As a 	tilt I had. picture° taken for no fro:„. inside the series of jail 

windows. These show the neat po3aia,:,  views of ti:; sc, ne not what tiro reports pretend. 
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